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Abstract 
Recent developments in cognitive neuroscience radically changed the perspective on un-
derstanding human nature. For the first time in history many philosophical questions can be 
placed on scientific, rather than on philosophical grounds. These questions include under-
standing of the mind, self, free will, religious and cultural beliefs, morality, politics and social 
organization. Scientific consensus based on these discoveries is slowly being developed and 
will have far reaching consequences. Evolutionary perspective explains how homo sapiens 
has evolved, why do we have specific structures of the body, brain, sensory abilities, and  how 
the mind emerges from embodiment and social interactions. Social neuroscience shows that 
there is emergent causality: biology determines affective and cognitive abilities, preferences 
and beliefs, personality, but it is itself influenced by the environment that changes our brains 
and bodies. All these mechanisms are deeply hidden from ordinary introspection, creating a 
wrong perception of human nature. Traditional views on human nature are briefly summa-
rized and radical reductionist interpretations of neurobiologists presented, comparing humans 
to a bag of chemicals. Scientific discoveries cannot be ignored, but their interpretation is not 
so obvious. Problems with describing our mental states and knowing ourselves are analyzed. 
Treating brains as a substrate that enables partially autonomic mental processes, and identify-
ing oneself with the whole organisms rather than some abstract model of self, allows for more 
optimistic interpretation of .  
 
1. Traditional views: mind over matter. 
Cognitive sciences revealed many facts about human nature that do not fit to traditional 
picture based on ancient creation myths. They will clash with traditional views that have con-
tributed to social stability for many centuries, perpetuated by cultural and religious beliefs and 
organizations. Traditional views on human nature were based on general ideas that formed in 
the ancient Greece: 
 all that occupies space is matter; 
 all that moves is alive; 
 regular motions are a sign of intelligence.   
Matter without something to push it was seen as inert. Living bodies had to differ from the 
dead ones, and the simplest explanation was to postulate existence of the soul, that could 
bring dead bodies to life, and in humans could have a rational part, or mind. Aristotle in his 
De anima treatise (Aristotle 350 BC) argues that the mind is immaterial and immortal because  
it acts with no bodily organ, seems to exists without the body, and thus cannot be corrupted. 
These ideas led him (and later also St. Thomas Aquinas) to the conclusion that there are at 
least three different kinds of souls: nutritive, plant souls responsible for growth, animal souls 
responsible for sensing, desires and reactions, and rational souls or minds that only humans 
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possess. In his view soul was essential essence of things, form rather than matter, responsible 
for functions of things, like seeing in case of eyes. Aristotle was convinced that touch was the 
primary sense, but evolutionary biology tells us now that it must have been something rather 
similar to taste and olfaction, the ability to distinguish different chemicals that even the most 
primitive animals need to maximize their chances for finding nutrition. Minds have their or-
gans, nerves and glands, through which various bodily subsystems are activated and regulat-
ed. Although until recently mental activity could only be inferred through overt behavior 
functional neuroimaging techniques are now able to show some of its aspects. Indeed, mind 
seems to be more form that matter, resulting from specific organization of neural tissue and 
the way it functions by electrical activations that do not occupy space. In this sense mind is 
not a material object, although it requires brain and body as a material substrate through 
which it may act and in which it can develop its form.  
Tendency to reify ideas led to the popular view of a ghost in the machine, a soul that animates 
the body, making free choices according to one’s will, the idea most clearly formulated by 
Descartes. John Locke argued, and in the 20th century behaviorists believed, that mind is tabu-
la rasa, a blank slate without innate traits on which environment may imprint any pattern. It 
was impossible to deny that bodies are not equally perfect, but minds were invisible, and the 
belief that they should have the same potential (they cannot be corrupted, as Aristotle wrote) 
was very appealing. The idea that human nature is good thanks to the (almost perfect) divine 
design complemented traditional beliefs, leading J.J. Rousseau to the image of a noble savage 
corrupted by the society (Pinker, 2002). All these ideas are still commonly believed, although 
they have all been proven to be wrong.  
The interdependence of mind and body has been largely neglected until quite recently, when 
embodied intelligence and enactivism, the view that interactions with the environment are 
responsible for structuring body and mind, become very influential in philosophy, psycholo-
gy, social science and even robotics. Genetic differences are all too clear, and they are also 
quite clear at the mental level. Some people are born with strong empathy becoming saints 
and social workers, and some people are born completely without it, becoming ruthless psy-
chopaths. Like any other trait in biology, empathy resulting from brain activity is not ex-
pressed to the same degree in different people. Natural selection in stable environment may 
create species that are perfectly adopted to that environment but will be wiped out if condi-
tions change. Humans have adopted to very diverse geographical conditions and ways of liv-
ing and that means that all their traits must show great divergence. The existence of mentally 
retarded people, sadists, psychopaths, drug addicts is the other side of the same process that 
creates geniuses, talented people, great leaders, compassionate physicians and tireless social 
workers. Even such binary traits like masculinity and femininity are in fact multidimensional 
and almost continuous.  
Traditional views are still strongly maintained and perpetuated by most religions. Critique of 
scientific discoveries based on biblical texts in the past should be a humiliating lesson for the-
ologians who try to base their understanding of human nature on such grounds. It has been 
documented already in 1894 by Andrew Dickson White, co-founder of Cornell University and 
the first president of the American Historical Association in his two-volume book “History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom” (White 1896). While the main thesis 
of this book – warfare between science and theology – is grossly oversimplified, analysis of 
naïve religious views clashing with discoveries in virtually every branch of science: ancient 
history, anthropology, archeology, astronomy, chemistry, ethnology, geology, geography, 
meteorology, mythology, medicine, physics and other fields has been documented quite well.  
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Many Christian denominations still present views that are deeply rooted in ancient thinking. 
Moderately progressive denominations, such as the Roman Catholic Church, declare that 
there is no contradiction between science and religion. However, credible claims may only be 
made by experts who know theology, neuroscience and other relevant areas. If there are no 
people who studied such interdisciplinary subjects one cannot claim that religious views of 
human nature can really be reconciled with science. The new Catechism of the Roman Catho-
lic Church writes about the heart: “Out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, for-
nication“, in many places sounding not like a metaphor, but like an echo of ancient theory of 
Galen. Can one forget about essential differences between people and claim that: “Natural 
law, presented in the heart of each man and established by reason, is universal in its precepts 
and its authority extends to all men” on ideological basis of particular religion, ignoring cul-
tural diversity?  
Statements like: “Man occupies a unique place in creation: (I) he is ‘in the image of God’; (II) 
in his own nature he unites the spiritual and material worlds” seemed to be self-evident or at 
least reasonable in the recent past, when animals were called “brutes”. However, development 
of ethology, work of Frans de Waal (2005, 2009) and other primatologists showed the evolu-
tionary basis of morality, cultural differences, personality and self-consciousness in animals. 
Each species and each culture is unique, and at the same time shows significant similarities 
due to the common biological basis and functional requirements. There is almost perfect simi-
larity at the molecular level (same atoms, molecules, proteins), very similar DNA, cells and 
their structure, same basic construction of the brain. Human family included species now ex-
tinct, with homo sapiens genome containing significant admixture of genes from the Neander-
thal and Denisova human species. Endosymbiosis, symbiotic incorporation of bacteria that 
added useful organelles to form eukaryotic cells is now well established theory. Traces of this 
early evolution are everywhere in human bodies. Our sensory receptors: rods and cones in the 
eye retina, the hair cells of the cochlea, the olfactory cells, use a modified bacterial flagella 
(little tails used for movements). Mixing genes with related species speeds up the evolution 
facilitating development of new functions at many levels.  
Biology is very complicated and thus all statements based on naïve observations are wrong or 
just approximate. Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states that men is created “male 
and female”, but even in antiquity people knew about hermaphrodites. Many third sex vari-
ants have been known in all cultures around the globe: Akava'ine (Maori), Hijra (India, Paki-
stan), Kathoey (Thailand), Khanith (Oman), Mahu (Hawaii), Waria (Indonesia), Muxe (Mexi-
co), Two-Spirit people of North America and many others. Some countries, including India 
and Pakistan, have now acknowledged the third gender by adding a separate box in passports 
and identity documents, great progress has been made in Malaysia and Thailand in accepting 
their existence. Gender identities, sexual identities have their roots in natural biological diver-
sity and claiming that man is created ‘male and female’ has little basis in reality. Acknowl-
edgment of the other genders has been conspicuously absent in the Western cultures, meeting 
even now with widespread hostility. From the religious perspective one may argue that the 
first commandment “You shell have no other Gods before me”, given by God that introduces 
himself as “I Am That I Am”, means that all preconceived ideas should be rejected in favor of 
the scientific search for understanding of the world and the human nature. This understanding 
will certainly not come from analysis of Scriptures, it has to come from empirical sciences. 
Yet virtually all religions insist on scripture-based understanding of human nature, trying to 
protect traditional cultural biases that are mistakenly identified with religious wisdom.  
Traditional view of Young Earth Creationism is still accepted by half of the USA population 
although it clearly contradicts all scientific evidence. The view of human nature with souls 
controlling the body, fully responsible for all free human decisions, surviving death to be re-
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born again or continue living forever in some form, has even more support. Dualism is very 
appealing, and in the 2009 surveys 65% students from the University of Edinburgh (UK) 
agreed with the statement “Each of us has a soul that is separate from the body” (Demertzi et 
al. 2009). Reconciling neuroscience with religious anthropology seems to be difficult but is 
not impossible (Brown et al., 1998). Popular beliefs about human nature may be very diverse 
and rather far from scientific views that leaves no function for the souls. Frazer (1922) de-
scribed many folk beliefs from around the world illustrating diversity of views on human na-
ture. In Chinese culture during the Hungry Ghost month (in the seventh lunar month) dead 
bodies had to be tied with a rope in fear that their souls may come back from hell.  
The concept of the soul was introduced at the time when the nature of movement was 
not understood. Things do not move by themselves, when they are not pushed they stop, so 
movement always requires a pusher, and body movement an internal pusher, or a soul (anima 
in Latin) to animate the body (Duch, 1999). In Egypt essentially everything that moved (in-
cluding heart, body, name, and even shadow) had separate metaphysical essence and was con-
sidered to be alive (Bunson, 2002). Greek philosophers adopted this idea in a simplified form. 
Souls had the power of originating movement (understood as any change), as Aristotle writes 
in his treatise De Anima (Aristotle, 350 BCE): “what has soul in it that differs from what has 
not, in that the former displays life.” Although in fact no mechanisms of life are explained in 
this way such apparent accounts are deceptively satisfactory: the body stopped moving be-
cause something has left it. Our intuitions agree with those of Blaise Pascal: “It is impossible 
that our rational part should be other than spiritual; and if any one maintains that we are simp-
ly corporeal, this would far more exclude us from the knowledge of things, there being noth-
ing so inconceivable as to say that matter knows itself. It is impossible to imagine how it 
should know itself.” (Pascal, 2006).   
Our intuitions tell us that the Earth is flat, bit we know that this is not true, so we should not 
be strongly attached to intuitions. What do we really known about ourselves and how can 
we know it? How do we learn who we are?  
 
2. How can we know about ourselves? 
The word psychology has been derived in 17th century from the Greek words psyche 
(breath, spirit, soul) and logia (study of). The first book Psychologia empirica (Wolff, 
1732) already described it as the study of the mind. Initially psychology focused on con-
scious experience and psychophysics. Trying to be objective the major schools – Paris (Bi-
net), Cornell (Titchener) and Würzburg (Mayer, Orth, Külpe) –  developed “systematic or 
experimental introspection”. Titchener created a 1600 pages long manual for experimental 
psychology training people in systematic introspections, trying to integrate subjective de-
scriptions with objective measurements. A few psychophysical laws have been discovered, 
but quantification of experience proved to be difficult. The perception of colors can be de-
scribed using hue, saturation and brightness (although other 3 dimensions may be used), but 
can similar characterization be done to describe other types of experience? Early psycholo-
gists could not reach consensus on dimensions characterizing emotions, or thoughts 
(Schwitzgebel, 2011). A big debate ensued about the existence of “imageless thought” but 
results obtained in each laboratory strongly depended on assumptions of the researchers. 
Despite all the efforts at the beginning of the 20th century psychology failed to find reliable 
methods to create a comprehensible theory of mind and did not become the science of hu-
man experience. Not all brains are created equal, but it was very hard to abandon the as-
sumption that minds work in a similar way in all people, allowing for conscious access to 
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all mental processes. It has created a framework in which diversity of results based on in-
trospection could not be accommodated. Mental processes depend on many hidden factors 
that cannot be easily controlled in experiments, resulting from complex non-linear interac-
tions in the brain. Behaviorists had no ambitions to explain human experience, in fact they 
excluded the study of subjective experience from scientific for many decades. The devel-
opment of cognitive psychology clearly showed that explanation of behavior is not possible 
without invoking complex internal processes. But how these processes create the self, 
which can only be another process in the brain, and how this self is informed about results 
of multiple parallel information processes in the brain? Does it have access to all infor-
mation, or are there limitations on what can we know about ourselves? Can this knowledge 
be really presented using ordinary concepts used in everyday language (called “folk psy-
chology” by philosophers), concepts that have been created mainly for communication be-
tween people, expressing their needs, rather than for precise discrimination of mental 
states? In short, how can we speak about the mind, subjective inner experience, and what is 
there to speak about? Is science of human experience, aimed at explaining phenomenology 
of mental events accessible through introspection, possible?  
Psychology, philosophy and neural sciences have turned away from such questions and 
even now their importance has not be fully realized. The science of consciousness, actively 
developed now for almost two decades, tries to replace mental states with brain activity 
searching for neural correlates of conscious experience. Philosophers subscribing to elimi-
native materialism (Churchland, 1981) pointed out that common-sense understanding of 
mental processes, including all folk psychology concepts, are poorly defined and do not 
correspond to real, coherent neural phenomena. In this way all questions related to naive 
understanding of the mind are shoved away as non-scientific, reducing psychology to ob-
jective observation of brain states. There is a strong tendency in experimental psychology 
to focus on correlation of neuroimaging and behavioral data. It is however hard to imagine 
how such approach could lead to a satisfactory description of subjective experience. Folk 
psychology description of mental events certainly does not do justice to brain neurodynam-
ics responsible for these states, but it plays an important role in communication. Under-
standing how to map brain states on folk psychology concepts, and how these concepts 
influence our decision processes is a great challenge for neuropsychology. To talk in a 
meaningful way about subjective mental processes a new level of description is needed, 
connecting neurodynamics with inner experience.  
Creation of such language will be difficult for many reasons. Cognitive functionalism and 
neuroimaging techniques are the dominant style of research today, but mere localization of 
brain functions is not yet an explanation of mental function. Each brain is unique, pro-
cessing information in a flexible way depending on the context. The same task may be 
solved using different strategies, and this creates a big problem for all statistically-oriented 
experimental approaches (including neuroimaging techniques) that average over many un-
controlled factors and search for average activity of the brain. All major brain areas and 
structures have been implicated in a large number of functions, depending on the context 
(Anderson, 2010). Understanding covert processes has proved to be much more difficult 
than originally expected, and seems rather unlikely without deeper understanding of the 
information flow in the brain that requires large scale computer simulations.  
The first-person experience demands explanation. Empirically inclined philosophers tried 
to provide it using systematic reflection to study phenomena, or acts of consciousness. The 
phenomenology school split into the transcendental approach by Edmund Husserl and more 
existentially grounded analysis of the ways of being by Martin Heidegger, Maurice Mer-
leau-Ponty and others. Some of these ideas led Francisco Varela and his co-workers to the 
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development of neurophenomenology, trying to connect neural events with mental events. 
Their book on the pragmatics of experiencing (Depraz & Varela, 2003) contains a lot of 
methodological remarks how to “modernize introspection”, using the ancient wisdom tradi-
tions, Eastern and Western concentration techniques and awareness increasing practices. 
Still it does not give any insights or new concepts that could be used for description of 
mental processes. It is not yet clear that mindfulness training is a way to discover more reli-
able results than systematic introspection techniques gave in the past, although it may be 
important in affective sciences (Davidson, 2010) and may have great value in psychothera-
py.  
Another trend that emerged from ecological approach to perception (Gibson, 1986) stresses 
the development of cognition based on specific embodiment and the ability to explore the 
world by acting instead of passively receiving information. Enactivists rejected classical 
representational views of the mind that was dominating in cognitive science and artificial 
intelligence for a long time in favor of dynamic perception-action cycle, tuning the organ-
ism or a robot to the affordances of the environment. The importance of embodiment and 
enactive ideas (cognition is acted out) is clear not only in cognitive science, but also in ro-
botics, where robot brains are trained by active exploration of the environment. Under-
standing of how we learn to perceive the world, and what we learn by exploring it, should 
help to create a verbal account of the phenomenology of this process, linking it to subjec-
tive experience. 
Since a long time no-one has tried seriously to describe inner experiences in some details, 
naively assuming that conscious experience is in some sense obvious, that we can search 
for mental correlates of consciousness. This may be possible only in a few simple situa-
tions, like binocular rivalry. Experimentally oriented philosophers discovered formidable 
obstacles in attempts to answer even simple questions about the nature of conscious experi-
ence. In the book “Describing Inner Experience? Proponent Meets Skeptic” (Hurlburt and 
Schwitzgebel, 2007) the authors made another attempt to answer the question “Can inner 
experience be accurately apprehended and faithfully described?” in an empirical way. They 
asked a person to describe details of her mental states prompted by a beeper at random 
moments. Despite numerous suggestions and additional clarifying questions her descrip-
tions have been vague, frequently confusing and at times contradictory. Folk psychology 
concepts are useful to communicate important information, but people are surprisingly poor 
judges of their own phenomenology, easily confused or mistaken about their own experi-
ence. Schwitzgebel showed it in more recent book, the “Perplexities of Consciousness” 
(Schwitzgebel, 2011). Analyzing a wide range of mental phenomena he argues that we real-
ly do not know much of what is going on in ourselves, and are unable to describe and un-
derstand our stream of conscious experiences. Frequently we are not able to describe what 
and how we feel, give unambiguous description of experiences related to dreams, imagery, 
peripheral vision, perspective and visual illusions, untypical use of sensory data (like echo-
location), or describe emotional experiences. More experiments with beepers with larger 
groups of people showed that even a simple distinction between sparse and abundant expe-
rience, between marginal and dominating unconscious perception, is impossible to make.  
John Watson, famous behaviorist, initially claimed that he had vivid visual imagery, but 
after he rejected the existence of mental images on theoretical grounds he claimed that he 
had none. Prior beliefs may change character of introspective reports, although in Schwitz-
gebel experiments initial belief that experience should be abundant or sparse did not seem 
to matter. Blind people may avoid obstacles analyzing faint sound echoes, false belief may 
direct their attention to facial pressure or some other sensations, making it hard to learn 
correct phenomenology. Believes about ourselves may not only influence, but completely 
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determine interpretation of our mental states. As with the scientific observations that are 
theory-laden and cannot be interpreted without theoretical framework, our own internal 
phenomenology seems also to depend on our theory of mind (Carruthers and Smith 1996). 
This is indeed surprising and goes contrary to the common belief that we cannot be mistak-
en about our own experience, especially in direct perception. But how do we actually 
known what is visual, auditory or tactile signal? In the brain all such information is changed 
into electrical activity. The brain has to learn to interpret where this activity comes from 
and what structure does it have to be able to correctly categorize it into different modalities.  
Why it could be hard to reach a judgment about what is in our mind, to be clear about how 
things appear to us? What can the brain learn by observing its own states? Animals distin-
guish relatively small number of their brain states, needed for survival and useful in com-
munication of their emotional states using voice and body gestures (de Wall 2009). With 
much bigger human brains and more complex behavior the need for communication and 
explanation led to creation of a growing number of concepts. They serve as labels distin-
guishing classes of brain states resulting from perception of objects, their properties, senso-
ry stimulations, emotional states, and more abstract ideas such as color, self and mind. To 
understand why people make specific comments about their experience we need to:  
1) categorize quasi-stable brain states,  
2) understand the dynamics of their succession, and  
3) understand what kind of comments may be generated about this process.  
Transitory states of the brain are too short to create associations and enact mental states 
(Dobosz and Duch 2011), continuous experience is analyzed as a sequence of meaningful 
scenes, segmented in cinema-like fashion (Zacks et al. 2010). Categories of quasi-stable 
brain states that tend to repeat themselves often are labeled by concepts that facilitate com-
munication. A good part of this process is innate, with hearing phonemes or seeing shapes, 
colors and movement learned in an unsupervised manner, if sufficient stimulation is pro-
vided during the development. Another part, responsible for the phenomenology of internal 
brain states has to be learned. Categorization of colors in different cultures significantly 
differs, despite the same visual perception (Berlin, 1969), and this may influence perceptual 
learning. Learning new phenomenology, for example learning to distinguish amaranth from 
alizarin or amber colors on an artist palette, requires more precise categorization of states of 
visual system. If we learn to pay attention to the subtle differences between these colors, 
and if we learn their names, we will be able to describe our inner experience with greater 
precision. Research on experiencing color in dreams is very confusing, it seems that people 
frequently are not sure if they experienced color or sound in their dreams.  
In some cultures spatial orientation is always given in absolute terms (east-west, like in sea 
navigation) rather than egocentric coordinates (left-right). Some languages require manda-
tory specification of gender and this leads to association of many feminine or masculine 
properties with neutral objects. There are languages that require specification where exactly 
the information comes from: direct observation, inference, conjecture, hearsay etc. 
(Deutscher, 2010). Such language habits are reflected in brain neurodynamics (Liu et al. 
2010), influencing the way mental states are associated, experienced and described. Linking 
experience with language requires supervision, someone to provide the names, and it must 
influence how brain states can be categorized, how neural activation may spread, changing 
subjective perception. Any new brain activations, and thus learning any new concept or 
fact, changes brain dynamics and thus changes experience. The interplay between language 
helping to categorize better perception and make appropriate actions has been studied in 
neurorobotics (Tani, 2008). Brains must extract salient information making it explicit for 
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fast processing. How do I know that pain should quickly be stopped, before permanent mu-
tilation will be done? Arousal of many brain areas by secondary somatosensory cortex pre-
pares organism for action, interrupting all ongoing activity by a strong signal that is inter-
preted as unpleasant. Damage to this cortical structure leads to pain asymbolia, a condition 
dangerous for health.  
Experience depends on activation of complex brain network, but experimental psychologist 
still try to describe it in folk psychology terms constructing verbal models instead of math-
ematical dynamical systems. Observation of even relatively simple continuous non-linear 
dynamical systems are not sufficient to create verbal models that will allow for prediction 
of their evolution. Therefore psychology in the longer run has no choice but to turn to 
mathematical modeling. Paying attention to weak signals one learns to analyze them better 
and changes the brain dynamics. Some information comes from internal flow of activations, 
but essential part of information comes from observations of our own actions in the world. 
This has been well established in any motor learning situations, where and prioprioceptive 
visual information flows to the premotor cortex and modifies the activity of motor cortex. 
We learn about ourselves and thus change ourselves partially by observing the result of our 
activity. However, this feedback loop is so fast compared to the time necessary to establish 
synchronization of large groups of neurons forming quasi-stable brain state that linear cau-
sality does not make here much sense. Strictly speaking separability between organism and 
environment is an illusion that lies at the root of problems of traditional epistemology 
(Edelmann, 2006). 
Learning gradually makes fuzzy and hard to categorize experiences more precise and easier 
to distinguish. Initially I may not be sure of my own experience, if it is not a result of well 
established, typical brain activation. Stereotyped perception may easily miss even large 
changes, paying attention to typical elements, as experiments with change blindness clearly 
show (O'Regan and Noe, 2001). Interpretation of weak internal signals that has been 
masked by stronger signals, as in the case of blindsight (Weiskrantz, 1986), does not seem 
to be like anything experienced earlier. Brain activations that support it are weak and have a 
large variance, so blind people are not able to categorize them in a reliable way. Learning 
slowly creates new qualia, defining their experience in a clear way, with presumably 
stronger brain activations and less variance. To learn a new phenomenology I need to know 
what to look for in my experience, where attention should be focused. In the echolocation 
case discussed by Schwitzgebel (2011) a blind men was convinced that information about 
obstacles he is able to avoid comes from pressure he feels on his face. As this assumption 
has been false attempts to link his tactile impressions with obstacle avoidance could not 
have been successful, but if he had directed his attention toward auditory stimuli he should 
improve his orientation skills. In dreams only a subset of visual areas may be activated, 
leading to kind of visual experience that is quite hard to describe. For example, activation 
of the inferior temporal gyrus and MT areas without stronger activation of V1-V4 areas 
may give the feeling of object motion without shape or color, or of knowing that some peo-
ple are acting without visualizing them. This is frequently my own feeling when I think 
about a movie, recalling the action and the people involved without real visual experience.  
What do we really do when we try to describe our experience? We categorize or discretize 
brain states, assigning a phonological label to a dynamic distribution of brain activations. 
Experience is always much richer than language can express, requiring an infinite number 
of symbols to describe all possible brain activations. There is a tradeoff between the accu-
racy of description and mental states, and brain resources needed to pass this description to 
other people and to synchronize it with their own understanding of their mental states. 
Common concepts are useful for communication of important distinctions between mental 
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states, but they are precise only in matters of real behavioral importance. Specialized vo-
cabulary to describe detailed phenomenology of brain states does not exist and would per-
haps be too idiosyncratic to be useful. Verbal statements are comments on the successive 
brain states, or categories of experience that transmit socially relevant information. Com-
munication is possible if there is an approximate correspondence between concepts and 
mental experience (and brain states) that they point to. Brains of babies do not support all 
the mental states that adults have, so many concepts must elude them. Conceptualization of 
mental states in different cultures and across various languages significantly differs for 
concepts of little behavioral consequences. As a whole modern languages cover similar 
space of possible cognitive and affective states. However, matching semantic maps be-
tween different languages for emotional words is a non-trivial task (Ploux and Ji 2003). 
Brain activations in states of consciousness that are normally not involved in communica-
tion, like dream states, meditative states, hyponotic, somnabulic, or hallucinatory experi-
ences, are rather different than normal conscious mental states that we all share and have 
learned to communicate. In such unusual states it may not be possible to establish corre-
spondence with the symbols used to characterize brain states during normal perception.  
Visual experience engages coordinated activity of ventral and dorsal pathways in the visual 
stream; in macaque monkey there are over 30 visually responsive cortical areas. If some-
thing goes wrong with the top-down or bottom-up information flow all kinds of visual ag-
nosia may arise. While classical apperceptive, color or associative visual agnosias due to 
the bottom-up stream impairment are well recognised, top-down impairments may lead to 
what I have called imagery agnosia (Duch 2009, 2011), that have not yet been investigated 
by neuropsychology. They have quite specific phenomenology that is hard to describe us-
ing standard language: the words that we use do not label these experiences with sufficient 
accuracy, have little meaning for people who cannot experience them, as they do not map 
well categories of brain states from impaired to normal brains. As a result people who do 
not have vivid imagery may experience untypical brain states that are hard to express in 
words. Large part of inner experience may be different for different people, but it will not 
create noticeable problems in communication.  
Top-down flow of information in the brain helps to establish conscious percepts (Dehaene 
et al. 2006). Imagery of visual, auditory or other sensory information needs sensory cortex 
to re-create conscious qualia in proper modalities. Usually top-down processes are suffi-
ciently strong to activate primary sensory cortices, establishing resonant states between 
associative memory and primary sensory brain areas (Janata 2010). However, if feedback 
connections are too weak to provide such activations without the help of bottom-up infor-
mation a person may show all kinds of symptoms typical for agnosia when required to per-
form some tasks based on imagery. Problems with visual imagination describes as dim, 
pale and non-existing may probably be linked to the strength of the up-and-down stream 
resonant states (Ullman, 1996). Noisy, fluctuating activations that do not form quasi-stable 
states cannot be uniquely categorized, so in this realm experience remains ambiguous, re-
ports will be confusing, as discussed by Schwitzgebel (2011). This may include one or 
many sensory modalities. Auditory imagery agnosia will be the inability to consciously 
imagine pitch and timbre of sounds. Evoked Response Potentials (ERPs) in the auditory 
cortex for sounds that are missing from well-known melody, similar to such potentials 
when sounds were not missing, showed that people are filling in the missing sounds using 
their imagination. I have conjectured that people who cannot imagine sounds will show no 
auditory ERP response, and that such responses will be correlated with the vividness of 
auditory imagery questionnaire, as they are in case of vision. So the only way that someone 
without auditory imagery may know that there is a melody in their head is by humming or 
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playing it on an instrument. We learn about ourselves not only from the internal infor-
mation flow, but also from observing our own behavior.  
The very existence of imagery agnosia has not yet been fully acknowledge in neuropsy-
chology and may be directly linked to the “imageless thought” controversy of the early in-
trospectionist debate (Schwitzgebel, 2011) and the whole philosophical and psychological 
tradition linking thought with images. Faw (2009) has pointed out that conflicting intuitions 
on imagery may be based on different individual abilities. He estimates that only 2-5% of 
people are not able to form visual images, but little statistical data on how many people are 
visual non-imagers have been collected since Francis Galton’s 1880 paper on visual image-
ry. He also has made some simple surveys asking people about their ability to hear imag-
ined sounds: 2% claimed no such image. 12% could not recalling and internally hear a song 
but could hum it. This has little to do with their musical abilities, although makes it harder 
to learn playing an instrument, especially playing melodies by heart. I have described phe-
nomenology of auditory imagery agnosia based on my first-person experience (Duch, 
2011), focusing on the difficulties in learning to play an instrument. Repeating the melody 
is always a matter of trial and error; it is easy to hear that the sound is wrong, but without 
auditory imagery impossible to remember where is the right sound. Following written mu-
sical score I could learn to play, but always feel like a listener, surprising myself, frequently 
improvising, with seemingly no conscious influence on what I am playing. Evidently at a 
higher cognitive level my brain was able to internalize a lot of musical knowledge that I am 
consciously not aware of. Each action is a step in the dark, without knowing the conse-
quences. Some qualia are generated in this process, perhaps comparable to a blindsight sit-
uation (Weiskrantz, 1986) where a feeling where to make the next step is developed with-
out visual experience. With auditory agnosia trying to play a piece of music is similar to 
maneuvering blindly in the auditory space, without the ability to imagine what will happen 
when next action is taken. 
Faw himself has no visual imagery, a claim that has been met with incredulity by his col-
leagues in psychology and philosophy. I have personally met quite a few people who claim 
not to have visual imagery and I am certain that I also do not have it. There is nothing un-
certain to it: shapes and colors do not appear in my imagination, I have no idea how people 
are dressed or what is the color of my wife's coat unless I will explicitly encode it in my 
memory by verbal naming, I cannot draw from memory but have no problem to draw from 
nature. Moreover, it is not just the lack of visual imagery, but also of imagery in other sen-
sory modalities, including auditory, tactile and gustatory sensations.  
These observations have wider implications for understanding how do we know ourselves. 
There is clearly some imagery in my head that I cannot see or hear. Like most other people 
I am able to dream and to daydream, although without sensory aspects associated with im-
agined situations. I seem to weakly feel the actions, movements, to know what is it about, 
know who is involved and what is happening, yet all this is on some abstract level. Sensory 
deprivation in isolation tanks did not induce in me any auditory or visual hallucination. A 
good part of what I know about myself comes from observation of my actions in the world 
and predicting these actions to create a model of my behavior. This situation may happen 
more often than we are willing to admit, with a whole range of problems related to the ina-
bility of consciously interpreting our own brain states, and the need to express and recog-
nize them through bodily actions. Perhaps imagery agnosia may actually help in abstract 
thinking, as neural activity is not dispersed into sensory cortices. Better understanding of 
these issues may have far reaching implications for education, assessment of talent, and 
correlation of brain activity with conscious experiences. The distinction between “verbaliz-
ers vs. visualizers” is sometimes used in education and consumer research, with psychomet-
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ric measures of imagery, processing style and daydreaming/fantasy content and frequency, 
but there is no research to correlate talent (or the lack of it) with vividness of imagery.   
Although science has discredited the value and reliability of information gained via intro-
spection we all suffer from the illusion that introspective information is sufficient for self-
assessment, leading to overrating its value in judgment, free will and decision making, per-
sonal relationships, stereotyping, disregard information conveyed by our own behavior, 
contributing to prejudice and false understanding of our motives, leading to conflicts, dis-
crimination, and lapses in ethics (Pronin 2009). Flooded with thoughts, feelings and inten-
tions we naturally treat them as a direct, authentic source of self-knowledge. At the same 
time we are suspicious of other people introspections, understanding that what they think 
about themselves is not necessarily true. The “introspection illusion” is a barrier to self-
knowledge, presenting perceived information in biased way, and suppressing important 
information that does not fit to the model of the self. Although such internal models are 
compelling to our self, they are far from being realistic.  
“I think therefore I am”, claimed Descartes, but am I what I think I am? To fully know one-
self would then mean to internally build a perfect predictive model of one’s own behavior, 
based on all internal and external information accessible to the brain. This is unlikely be-
cause predicting how such as complex system as the brain will behave in various contexts, 
especially in extreme situations, may not be possible. Another goal seems more feasible, 
although it may be very hard to achieve: acting with agreement of internalized values with-
out consciously accessible model of oneself. This is one of the goals of spiritual training in 
Zen tradition (Austin, 1988), where a student is accepted as a new master after she/he em-
bodies the teaching without any conscious effort. 
 
3. Scientific view: matter over mind. 
Physics and chemistry has develop sophisticated experimental methods for rather simple 
systems, but in psychology nothing is simple. Naïve observations lead to wrong intuitions 
creating insurmountable obstacles. Some questions are like “a pole to which a donkey is 
tied for eons” (according to old Zen saying). This may include popular questions about 
consciousness, qualia, free will and the question: can the matter know itself? 
Francis Crick in his popular book “The Astonishing Hypothesis: The Scientific Search for 
the Soul” (1995) writes: “You, your joys and your sorrows, your memories and your ambi-
tions, your sense of personal identity and free will, are in fact no more than the behavior of 
a vast assembly of nerve cell and their associated molecules”. Joseph LeDoux, an expert in 
the neuroscience of emotions, states: “You are your synapses” (LeDoux 2003). Anthony 
Cashmore, an eminent biologist, claims that belief in free will is like belief in magic or vi-
talism, discarded 100 years ago. He wrote: “Biological systems obey the laws of chemistry 
and physics; as living systems we are nothing more than a bag of chemicals” (Cashmore, 
2010). Consciousness may give us the illusion of responsibility, beneficial for society. 
There is evolutionary advantage in thinking that we are free to do what we will, but all our 
decisions are determined by genetic and environmental history. Apparently already Darwin 
realized that the concept of free will cannot be defended (quoted after Wright, 1994), com-
menting: “This view should teach one profound humility, one deserves no credit for any-
thing. Nor ought one to blame others”. He also realized that from social point of view this 
is a useful illusion. Fortunately only a few gentlemen could understand this knowledge, 
“man who has thought very much, and he will know his happiness lays in doing good and 
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being perfect, and therefore will not be tempted, from knowing everything he does is inde-
pendent of himself to do harm.”  
Is everything we do independent of ourselves? First we need to define what do we mean by 
self. Is the feeling of our special status as human beings just a useful illusion? Our behavior 
results from motor activity that is explained by neurophysiological processes, ultimately 
reducible to neurochemistry and physics. Are we automata (Duch, 2010), biological robots 
and mental life only epiphenomenal? Such reductionist materialism, characteristic of the 
philosophical view of many scientists is repugnant to Christians and other religious domi-
nations, but do they have any rational arguments against it, or just fears that their traditional 
world view will collapse? These fears may actually be justified, feeling free facilitates posi-
tive social activity while disbelief in free will works on opposite way (Baumeister et al. 
2009). However, there is no hope that neurobiological facts will simply go away. For many 
reasons traditional dualistic views cannot be maintained any longer, as it has never ex-
plained anything. The embodied and embedded view of mind explains a lot of psychology 
and behavioral data, leaving no space for detached mind that simply observes the world and 
makes decisions for us (Edelman 2006, Damasio 2010). The residue of unexplained higher 
human functions without neurocognitive correlates is now close to zero. Science has a co-
herent picture of how brains make up their minds, and in the coming decades will verify it 
by building artificial brains. Special status of the mind as non-physical entity cannot be 
defended on scientific grounds (Duch 2010). 
Edelman (2006) has pointed out that minds are not caused by brains, they are logically en-
tailed in the same way as absorption spectrum of a molecule is not caused, but entailed by 
its structure. Zombi water molecule without absorption spectrum is logically impossible. I 
have made similar arguments about the mind (Duch 2005): every system with brain-like 
structure must comment its own internal physical states using qualia-like descriptions and 
thus will claim to be conscious. Zombi-like brain is just logically not possible, but philoso-
phers of mind frequently relay on such wrong intuitions (Dennett 1995). Understanding of 
free will or volitional processes is also relatively simple from the neuroscience perspective. 
It follows from understanding of spontaneous processes: how they arise, what causes them, 
why they win competition with other, alternative plans for action, how are they related to 
“self” that claims to originate them. These questions may be studied experimentally and 
theoretically through computer simulations. Brains constantly make plans for actions; ac-
tions are expressed externally by movements resulting from the activation of motor areas in 
the brain (including verbal responses), by thoughts that do not activate brain areas respon-
sible for speech sufficiently strongly to generate motor activity of the vocal apparatus, or by 
changes in internals states experiences as feelings. Some stimuli require fast reflexive re-
sponses, there is no time for planning, and they do not generate the feeling of “I want to do 
this” or even “I’m acting”.   
An understanding of our own nature is the basis of ethics, politics, and education. It is ulti-
mately the most important factor that guides human activity. Science has coherent picture 
of how brains work, but is this picture also explaining human nature? Understanding human 
nature requires interpretation of scientific facts, not suppressing or denying it. Minds are 
entailed by the brains, but was Darwin’s interpretation that everything we do independent 
of ourselves correct? What is meant in this case by “we” and to “know”? I know how to 
walk, run and swim, and it is a non-trivial knowledge that cannot be verbalized. Some 
knowledge may be so deeply embedded in brain processes controlling interactions with the 
environment that the self will not be even aware of knowing until it finds out that the or-
ganism performs correctly. If I am not aware that I know, as in the case of implicit 
knowledge or memory (Schacter 2001), does it meant that “I” really do not know? A better 
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understanding of what knowledge is for the brain is to look at the whole organism and its 
ability to regulate its own behavior and interact with the environment. All processes that in 
some context are used for this purpose are a form of knowledge. The self, understood as the 
object of reflective consciousness, should extend beyond the processes of which it has an 
explicit memory, it should include also potential processes that the organisms may be capa-
ble of running. A child may be encouraged to try despite claiming “I can’t do it”, and see 
that she/he can do it. For the brain the ability to perform is not very different from the abil-
ity to memorize and use abstract knowledge. Knowledge is context dependent, processes 
able to operate with the help of memory state may be available only in specific situations.  
Any brain process that in some context may influence my action is a form of knowledge. 
Identifying myself with the model based on introspective illusions I shall know little about 
my true self, and be surprised in many situations by my own behavior. This model of self is 
one of many functions that the brain maintains. Self is not monolithic or unitary, as intro-
spection may suggest, but it is rather a collection of various functions for representation, 
monitoring, evaluation and integration of self-referential stimuli, implemented by distinct 
regions within the cortical midline structures (Northoff 2004), mainly cingulate cortex. At-
tribution of personal relevance leads to brain activations that partially overlap with those of 
the reward system, and depend on the personality type. This can be seen in the activity of 
anterior cingulate cortex and insular cortex (Enzi, 2009). Various aspect of the self may be 
selectively damaged leading to personality disorders, or subnetworks of coherent activa-
tions may form, leading to dissociative identity disorder (multiple personalities). Cognitive 
neuroscience expands towards the first-person neuroscience linking mental and neuronal 
states (Northoff and Heinzel 2006) and towards social neuroscience, linking brain states of 
people involved in social interactions. Neurophenomenology offered a systematic strategy 
to explore the links between mind and consciousness, focusing on the structure of human 
experience (Varela, 1996). Cognitive neuroscience slowly started to address the self-
experience of being a cognitive agent (Christoff et al. 2011). Although much remains to be 
done many aspects of self has already been revealed.   
Cognitive psychology perspective also shows different aspects of self (Baumeister 2011). 
The folk notion of willpower has found some confirmation in experiments showing deple-
tion of resources; making decisions decrease the energy available for self-regulation. Self, 
as all other brain processes, needs energy to initiate actions and make decisions. Willpower 
and self-control compete for energy, so also self-control decrease the ability to make deci-
sions, leading to irrational behavior and extreme choices instead of more effortful compro-
mises. Self-regulation, controlling one’s own behavior, consumes glucose, while low level 
of glucose in blood leads to deficits of self-control.  
Anthropology and evolutionary psychology supports neuroscience, seeing the self in rela-
tionships to others, connections to family and larger social group. “The purpose of the hu-
man self is to facilitate being part of a human social group” (Baumeister 2011). Creation of 
interpersonal connections requires the self to adjust to groups and acquire culture. Learning 
to communicate with other people required development of language, symbols to categorize 
percepts, intended actions, needs, leading to conscious thought about oneself and under-
standing of others. In this process people started to define themselves, distinguishing and 
anticipating events that were of relevance to their needs, becoming self-aware and develop-
ing reflexive consciousness. Multiple inner processes that enable sensory-motor interac-
tions and inner reflections are perceived from a single perspective of the self, enabling co-
herent social interactions and predictive behavior. “Free energy minimization” principle for 
optimization of resources, value (expected rewards, expected utility) or its complement, 
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surprise (prediction errors, expected costs), short and long-term predictions and minimiza-
tion of surprises, has recently been proposed as a general principle explaining action, per-
ception and learning (Friston, 2010).  
To make personal decisions, and to integrate them with interpersonal relations, the self 
must coordinate many brain processes and makes an impressions of a unitary system, but in 
controlled experiments it is clear that this is more like a collection of functions, something 
that Minsky called “The Society of Mind” (1988). Unification and coordination of these 
processes requires a flow of information in the brain, broadcasting available information to 
all areas that may find it useful and that make the behaviorally salient information explicit, 
easy to use in decision processes. This mechanism has been called “a global workspace” 
(Baars 1988) and is now a basis for theory of consciousness that links subjective reports 
and objective neuroimaging data during conscious perception (Dehaen et al. 2003). Infor-
mation that can easily be accessed can be commented upon, so every system that creates 
physical states that carry such information may express it through behavior or (in case of 
humans) verbal comments (Duch 2005). This mechanism is not all-powerful, does not con-
trol all brain processes, and when it fails social and mental health problems arise. Some 
addictions and urges are “stronger than me”, leading to serious problems, but everyone 
sometimes succumbs to temptations that may expand into major problems. Cognitive neu-
roscience of self-regulation explains how the prefrontal cortex exerts top-down control over 
subcortical regions involved in reward and emotion, and why its influence is sometimes not 
sufficient to subdue strong emotional subcortical impulses, or what are the effects of dam-
age to the prefrontal cortex itself (Heatherton and Wagner 2011).  
For the first time in the history we have theories that explain internal mechanics of the self, 
will, consciousness and decisions making process. We start to understand ourselves in a way 
that just could not be imagined in the past, and this knowledge has many consequences that 
go beyond neuroscience, extending to clinical psychology and psychiatry, all areas of social 
sciences, philosophy and even theology. Even if some details are still uncertain there can be 
no going back to a primitive folk psychology model of all-powerful “I” that makes decisions, 
survives death and either is reborn or goes to some supernatural place to live forever. But 
does it all mean that my decisions result from a physical process controlled by genetic, envi-
ronmental and stochastic factors, and the feeling that I decide and act is just an epiphenome-
non, without any causal power?  
To understand this crucial point and to counterbalance extreme reductionist views we should 
look at mental level. It is true that there are physical mechanisms behind each mental event, 
an alternative is only a belief in magic, as Cashmore has put it (2010). Some philosophers, 
like John Searle, really believe that electronic elements like some magical causal powers of 
biological neurons and therefore computers cannot understand the meaning while brains can 
(Searle, 1992). This type of philosophy created a lot of confusion, pushing the discussion into 
shallow and muddy waters, without really defining basic concepts, how can we know some-
thing, what brain processes are involved, what is self and what is understanding. Knowledge 
is any process that can influence my decisions, and understanding cannot be granted on other 
people or artificial systems by without testing their knowledge. From the inner perspective the 
actual implementation of processes behind mental events, the type of hardware they run on, 
may determine the mind structure. Percepts obviously depend on our senses, and primary 
concepts are built extracting categories of percepts and relations between them. Functional-
ism, assuming that mental states can be reduced to their functional role, tried to build con-
cepts on abstract representations. This has totally missed the richness of experience and thus 
its influence on cognition.  
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Suppose that we shall build silicon-based hardware that has identical physical states as the 
brain matter. We could replicate cognitive processes this way, but because carbon atoms in 
biological tissue interact in a different way than silicon atoms this replication cannot be per-
fect. The best we can do is to approximate these processes, and create different types of cog-
nitive systems (artilects), that may nevertheless have some kind of mind-like properties, de-
pending on their embodiment, interactions with the environment and accuracy with which 
they approximate biological processes. Such artilects will obviously be physical devices, alt-
hough their complexity, learning in an open environment and stochastic elements may not 
allow us to understand their behavior in deeper way than we can understand behavior of an 
individual human. Should we then believe that their actions result from a simple causality in 
the decisions making process? Knowing that there is no ghost in such machine, can artilects 
be reduced to a physical level of existence?  
Looking at the electronics and checking the connectivity between artificial neurons will not 
tell us much about what the system knows. A full description of the human brain, neurons and 
synapses, will not tell us about the mind. Brains could have been very different if the envi-
ronment and social conditions in which we live had been different. Dolphins have big brains 
and some culture but it seems much less sophisticated than human. Brains evolved to fulfill 
specific needs, enabling sophisticated minds and language, creating conditions for more intri-
cate social organization. At the same time the direction of brain evolution has been constraint 
by social requirements. Static information describing brains as physical objects in details is 
not sufficient to understand minds supported by them. This information has to be animated by 
the working hardware, brains or electronics, recreating the flow of dynamical states. Brain is a 
substrate in which immaterial mind may develop. Minds do not occupy space, so they are 
immaterial. The only way to find out what type of the mind brains or artilects have is to inter-
act with them. Testing brains or artilects in many different ways one can probe various behav-
iors that are capable of, including memory, beliefs, motivations, goals, desires. Learning in an 
open-ended environment is going to create many memories and associative processes. Imma-
terial, dynamical states of the brain form a network of events related to each other, activating 
such processes. Only a small number of dynamical states will be actualized in the lifetime of 
the system, the number of potentially available states that may be distinguished from each 
other is in case of human brains almost infinite.  
Understanding  why certain decisions are made is easy on the mental level, while it may be 
almost impossible at the physical level. There will be some logic to these decisions, as well as 
some attempts to rationalize actions that are the result of low-level hidden activity. In case of 
brains it may be some wetware failure, leading to neuropsychological conditions such as hem-
ispatial neglect, or delusional disorders. Almost anything may have an effect on our decisions, 
priming the brain in some way. A shocking example has been presented by Danziger  et al. 
(2011): parole decisions made by judges with long experience, according to the legal rules, 
were favorable in about 65% of cases after meal break, dropping to nearly zero just before the 
break. The true factors influencing their decisions must have a strong physiological compo-
nent, although they have been totally unaware of it. In case of artilects there may be a partial 
hardware failure that will lead such artilects – without access to their low-level processes – to 
wrong interpretation of the own behavior. However, in healthy brains and in correctly func-
tioning artilects actions will be in agreement with the goals and beliefs of the system and their 
interpretation should be correct. Self-processes are not always well informed of the precise 
goals, therefore we do not always fully understand our actions, thinking in vague terms and 
hoping that selected actions may lead us to general goals. We tend to call it intuition and val-
ue it highly, although it may be a failure in internal communication, a process to weak or to 
diffused to be captured in a precise way and made conscious. Such processes are still claimed 
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to be our own by the Self. So the problem arises 
when we identify the “self” with a small subset of 
self-related brain processes, ideas about oneself 
that we are conscious off, instead of identifying it 
with all brain processes or even the whole organ-
ism. 
Let’s consider what are the decision making op-
tions by the brains (Cashmore 2010). There are 3 
main factors: G) genetic, leading to the overall 
evolutionary brain construction and some vari-
ance in individual brains due to inheritance and 
mutations; E) environmental, influencing the de-
velopment of the brain through nutrition, expo-
sure to various chemical, and learning; S)   stochastic factors, such as the recent history of our 
activity and interactions (priming effects), physiological factors (glucose level), synaptic 
noise and other effects that may make some behavior unpredictable. According to Cashmore 
and other neurobiologists the GES factors determine the state of the brain, and the brain pro-
cesses lead to actions, while consciousness has no causal effect, it is epiphenomenal, “a 
mechanism by which we follow unconscious neural activity and behavior” (Cashmore 2010). 
In this view consciousness has no function. Experiments performed by Libet (Freeman et al. 
2000), or more recently Soon et al. (2008) and many others show that there is a time lag be-
tween brain activity indicating that a simple deci-
sion has been made by the brain, and feeling con-
scious urge to act (I have discussed that in Duch 
2011 in more details). We become conscious when 
the brain is ready to act and motor cortex is getting 
active, but obviously there must be prior plans pre-
paring for action, that prefrontal cortex is preparing. 
One reason we cannot be aware of such plans is that 
there may be different plans at the same time. Be-
coming aware of all such activity will change the 
nature of conscious experience. What I am propos-
ing here is that brains prepare information for con-
scious approval. Salient features must be made ex-
plicit for decisions processes, so they are extracted 
by separate streams of information processing be-
fore reaching prefrontal cortex. Conscious process-
es are of course also a flow of brain states, but at the mind level they have a different status. 
GES factors, and in particular social influences, created a network of potential mental states, 
endowing the system with beliefs and dispositions to act as an individual.  
In the traditional view the will to act springs from nowhere, has no causal component, is com-
pletely disembodied. Volitional decisions arise without any causes, become conscious and 
command the brain to act, perhaps with weak influence of the brain on the content of con-
sciousness. Such view based on naïve introspection cannot be reconciled with scientific 
knowledge, in particular understanding of spontaneous brain processes. It also seems irrele-
vant from experiential point of view, because there is no reason why the embodied self should 
accept such whimsical decisions of will as its own. What I will accept as my decision has to 
be reconciled with my world view, my system of values and beliefs. It is not important at all 















with the rest of the brain (which are certainly the 
real source of such plans), random events or 
some otherworldly noosphere. I may feel an 
impulse to act violently or do indecent things 
but such impulse is going to be inhibited con-
fronted with the processes that are part of the 
self. I will then come with a correct rationaliza-
tion of my behavior, referring to my beliefs and 
goals.  
Why should I be entitled in this view to claim 
that I have causal power to act? Mental level has 
some autonomy. Although all immaterial, men-
tal events have their material support in the form 
of brain activations, they cannot be analyzed and 
made sense of only at the neural level. Processes 
that give rise to the mental events are activated 
in the brain substrate because it has been pre-
pared by GES factors, reflecting evolutionary 
history, individual development and recent history. This is what makes me, my self. Given 
sufficient time I can make an effort and select the action that is in agreement with my goals 
and beliefs. Playing ping-pong I have no time for reflection, I have to act without thinking. 
In this view then brains create mental events that are volitional impulses, but before any ac-
tion is taken they may become conscious, and thus accessible to self and amenable to further 
processing by the brain. Conscious selection or at least conscious approval of the proposed 
decision allows the brain to implement it by acting out.  
We can control our behavior in a responsible way only if we can reflect on the consequences 
of our actions, and that requires conscious reflexive activity that controls spontaneous impuls-
es and thoughts. That activity can only be understood at the mental level.  
 
4. Conclusions: the Big Mind 
Psychology had once the ambition to be the science of human experience, but now it has 
more modest goals to be the science of behavior and mental processes. However, with the 
help of social neuroscience, research on consciousness, neurophenomenology (Varela 
1996) and the first person neuroscience methodology (Northoff and Heinzel 2006) there is 
a chance that closer links between mind and body, subjective perception and objective 
evaluations will be established.  
Neuroscience research has already led to a rather radical, reductionist interpretations sup-
ported by eminent neurobiologists. It is clear that traditional views of the human nature 
cannot be reconciled with neurobiological facts, and common beliefs about the mind and its 
powers are vestiges of magical thinking (Cashmore 2010). Interpreting results of brain sci-
ences requires understanding the process of developing the self and the theory of mind in 
childhood, the role of introspection in this process, forming beliefs about oneself, access of 
the self to internal flow of information, learning from observation of effects of one’s own 
behavior in social environment, emergent nature of mental processes and their relative au-
tonomy. As the discussion in the previous sections has shown we may have indeed serious 
limitations in access to many internal processes, learning about ourselves, and may even be 
misguided about our own experience in untypical situations. It may be premature to claim 








that mind is powerless, controlled by blind forces of nature. At least studying these ques-
tions instead of turning our back on them and putting our head in the sand gives a chance 
for deeper understanding our own nature and numerous problems that face humanity. 
From the social point of view self-regulation and control are much desired traits. Part of my 
extended self comes from internalized social interactions. Everything that influences brain 
processes related to self in a strong way may be treated as a part of the same dynamical 
system, an extended mind (Logan 2007; Menary 2010), or a Big Mind. In this sense some 
people become partially part of our own Big Mind, not only because we think about them 
often but and we form a lot of expectations about their behavior. Computers and telephones 
may form an extension of cognitive abilities of our mind. I may make a choice between 
actions that arise in my mind, but why do they pop up there in the first place? They have 
been implanted there by the family, local community, by the society. Plans and ideas that 
come to my mind result from specific culture I was brought in, life experiences and espe-
cially results of reactions to different life situations. But it is also important to realize that 
not everyone has a choice, it is not easy to break out from the ghetto, from criminal influ-
ences or various addictions. Children brought up in the Khmer Rouge camps new only kill-
ing and their training reduced their natural empathy. Sometimes one wrong step may de-
termine the rest of one’s life. 
Seeing myself as the whole organism, not just as a set of ideas or model of myself, allows 
me to accept all aspects of my nature, all bad and good sides, understand how fragmentary 
and illusory is the knowledge of myself. It cannot be otherwise, because I cannot test my-
self in all possible situations, and the self does not have an access to all processes going on 
in the brain. These processes may be too weak or too diffused to become conscious, but 
observing my own behavior I can sometimes correct it, bringing it in line with my value 
system and beliefs, and work on the improvement of my character. Reflection enables con-
science, and looking in this light at the social development one can see the value of various 
cultural and religious practices, contributing to deeper reflection and to building con-
science. I may feel empowered to act, accepting as mine all that my brain produces, but 
choosing to act only when the self accepts it. Darwin’s note that men should know that 
“everything he does is independent of himself” has not been based on deeper understanding 
of the self and brain processes that create it, as such knowledge was not existing in his 
times.  
In the movie “Of Gods and Men”, based on the true story of Trappist monks stationed in 
Atlas Monastery in Algeria who came under the life threat from fundamentalist terrorists, 
Christian, the leader of this monastery, is told by one of them “You don’t have a choice”, 
and he answers: “I always have a choice”. It is impossible to predict one’s own behavior in 
such a stressful situation, but working on one’s own character to achieve such stability is a 
noble goal. Reacting without time for reflection we sometimes do things that we later re-
gret. Education should show children a way how to develop oneself to become in future 
what we would really like to be, to internalize important values so that they will become a 
part of our instinctive behavior, without the need for additional reflection. In many reli-
gious traditions “cultivation of mind”, called in Buddhism bodhicitta or the mind of en-
lightenment, has been an explicit goal. Training was aimed at elimination of selfishness, 
dropping all personal fears, developing empathy and achieving “goodness for the goodness 
sake”. Such goal does not have to be connected with religion, although religious inspira-
tions may be helpful. Chu Hsi (1130-1200), philosopher in the Neo-Confucian tradition 
created a secular image of a sage as a role model. In the Reflections on Things at Hand he 
wrote: “The essential training [of government] should be the way of choosing the good and 
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cultivating the self until the whole world is transformed and brought to perfection so that all 
people, from the ordinary person up, can become sages” (Chan 1967).  
Secular programs aimed at cultivation of mind should be acceptable to everyone. Frequent-
ly a false dichotomy is presented: materialist vs. idealist, or atheist versus religious people. 
Materialists are supposedly only interested in material things and show no spiritual inclina-
tions, while idealists are oriented towards higher goals, shunning material wealth. Numer-
ous examples show that there is not true and that we should optimize our behavior towards 
achieving more distant goals that will bring true and lasting satisfaction, sharing our happi-
ness with other people. Even animals show many altruistic behaviors. The role of prefrontal 
cortex and amygdala nuclei in moral behavior has been well documented. Less known is 
the fact that genetic factors contribute to the reward mechanism that makes some people 
susceptible to confirmation bias (Doll et al. 2011; Frank et al. 2009). Mutations that lead to 
changes in the DARPP-32 and COMT genes that are expressed in dopamine receptors in 
striatum and prefrontal cortex are correlated with the length of time people stick to rules 
they have been told despite observing that they fail, or in general exploitation of what they 
know in contrast to own exploration. Many high-ranking members of various religious or-
ganizations in the western as well as eastern countries have been accused of terrible crimes, 
The differences between atheists and religious people may have biological roots, but such 
differences are of secondary importance. Attitudes toward spirituality, understood as indi-
vidual, transpersonal pursuit of sense and meaning in life seem to be more important. There 
seems to be no correlation between selflessness and empathy with idealistic beliefs, alt-
hough hard data on this issue is hard to find. Certainly there is a negative correlation be-
tween religiosity and crime rates (compare for example USA with any Scandinavian coun-
tries using statistic information at nationmaster.com).  
The “free energy principle” proposed by Friston (2010) should be extended beyond indi-
vidual brain. An accounts of action, perception and learning without social context cannot 
be complete. What is optimized is not only internal predictive error of one’s own behavior 
but of other people’s behavior as well, and of social reactions to our behavior. Much of 
what we know about ourselves comes from literature and art, exploring the ways our minds 
may tune into the environment and interaction with other people. Humanities should join 
natural sciences in the great enterprise of building a new vision of what it means to be hu-
man, the science of human experience. In the end we shall know the truth and (hopefully) it 
will liberate us.  
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